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As the main source of state revenue, the tax provides the necessary material to 
guarantee the exercise of social management functions for the stateand the normal 
operation of the state machine. In order to be adaptedby the vigorous development of 
the socialist market economy,Chinese National Tax Revenue System is continuously 
self-improving, and hasproduced massive tax data at the same time. There are many 
shortcomings in the traditional way of tax execution, such as low implementation 
efficiency, high implementation cost, tax information occlusion, inadequate social 
transparency and so on. The advent of information technology provides a good 
opportunity to remedy these deficiencies. With the continuous development of 
computer network technology, e-government has been an unprecedented development. 
Information digitalization of the tax system can further improve the functional 
departments of office efficiency,and promote the continuous improvement of national 
e-government. It will provide high-quality, standardized, transparent, conforms to the 
international standard of management and service to the community. 
The state has continued to increase inputs of the Tax Informationization 
Construction, and the tax administration style of our state is continually changing. Our 
mode of taxing is gradually converted from extensive type to rigorous scientific type. 
In order to better respond to the transformation, this thesis has analyzed the 
occurrence background of the tax informatization, present situation at home and 
abroad, and the system structure and implementation methods of the traditional tax 
information management system. Based on this, a tax information management 
system based on J2EE framework and MySQL database is designed and implemented, 
which adopts the most advanced B/S system structure to alternative the traditional C/S 
system structure in the existing tax information application system. This thesis has 
combed and analyzed the system requirements in detail, redesigned the system 
function, and introduced the key technology used in the development process. 
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